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General Shelton:  Thank you, Sandy, for that kind 
introduction.  Good afternoon, everybody.  Ladies and gentlemen, 
it’s great to be with you here in sunny Los Angeles.  It’s kind 
of funny, we were walking around while ago and some guy was 
saying that he thought it might warm up through the day.  I said 
hey, we’re from Colorado.  It feels pretty good here.  
[Laughter]. 

 
I’d like to thank Sandy and Mike and all the Air Force 

Association folks who put this conference together year after 
year, and many others like it.  And others that have such a big 
role in providing forums for us to discuss issues of importance 
not only to the Air Force but to our nation. 

 
Today I’d like to lead off this important conference by 

speaking to you on a number of topics, but frankly the all 
relate back to one big issue, and no surprise, it will be the 
one that’s foremost on your minds right now and that is, of 
course, navigating the coming budget environment, an environment 
that is going to be a huge leadership challenge for all of us. 

 
I’ll talk about the ways Air Force Space Command is already 

trying to get ahead of this curve, and we’re trying to save 
money and preserve those programs that frankly I believe are 
critical to our future, enabling the joint fight today, and 
they’re also important to our nation and to the future.   

 
I’ll start with a topic that’s likely near and dear to many 

of you here in the LA area, and that is the launch vehicle block 
buy strategy and new entrance strategies that we’re working.  
I’ll turn to the subject of architectures and look at that as a 
way to help reduce costs and increase overall mission 
effectiveness. 

 
Requirements relief.  Certainly another way to help us 

reduce costs, and I’ll touch on that topic as well.   
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And I’ll discuss opening up a dialogue with industry here 
to see how we can work together to find mutually beneficial ways 
to save money on both sides.   

 
Finally, I’ll conclude the talk today with some thoughts on 

the importance of space programs and why I think there’s a 
minimum level of capability that we must, absolutely must 
sustain. 

 
I’ll throw in just a little bit of cyber at the end for 

free. 
 
Let me get back to the first topic of the day and that’s 

our launch business.  As most of you know for the vast majority 
of our launch business we turn to a joint venture between 
Lockheed Martin and Boeing which is the Evolved Expendable 
Launch Vehicle Program.  The Air Force orders a lot of EELVs, in 
fact we’ve ordered 15 since 2007, but like everything else 
they’re getting more expensive, only in this case they’re 
getting a lot more expensive.  In fact it outstrips the increase 
in cost of health care, just to give you some perspective.  But 
we’ve got a plan to go after that cost increase.  Our cost 
reduction strategy is based on buying in bulk to provide 
predictability to ULA and to allow them to order piece parts in 
economic order quantities.  We’re proposing to buy EELVs in 
blocks, but the number of vehicles and the length of the 
proposed contract will be determined after we see the pricing 
data that we’ve requested from ULA.   

 
But buy buying in bulk we add more certainty to ULA’s 

plans, flattening out the peaks and valleys in their cash flow 
and allowing them to optimize their own supply chain.  All of 
these things reduce the business risks they face in producing 
those launch vehicles. 

 
I think it’s a very well thought out strategy which will 

save us hundreds of millions of dollars over the next several 
years.  You may have read that the block buy strategy was 
recently reviewed by the Government Accountability Office and 
they made a number of recommendations about that strategy.  We 
appreciate their hard work in the same way we appreciate paying 
taxes, I think.  [Laughter].  No, I didn’t say that.  We 
appreciate their hard work and we concur with most of their 
recommendations and have put in place a mechanism to implement 
most of them.  But I’ve got to note that the GAO’s work was done 
before we had completed most of our work on our strategy.  So we 
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remain committed to that block buy strategy and will continue to 
seek new ways to reduce the cost of space launch. 

 
As an example, we believe competition could drive down 

overall costs as well and we’re encouraged by the number of 
successes of new entrants into the launch business, but at the 
same time we’re in the national security business.  As you would 
expect, we are awfully risk averse in this area.  Air Force 
Space Command has an amazing track record of success in launch  
-- 81 in a row and counting.  That track record is unparalleled 
in the history of space flight.  Unparalleled.  And it’s 
primarily built on the quality of the launch vehicles and on the 
mission assurances processes that we use, primarily in the EELV 
program. 

 
The consequences of a single launch failure are high.  Not 

only in monetary costs but also in opportunity costs to national 
security.  Therefore properly managing the risk in the launch 
business is at the heart of our new entrance strategy, 
especially managing the risk to national security payloads, 
critical national security payloads.  But we have to be honest, 
not everything is in the class of a critical national security 
payload.  We launch a number of experiments, for example, in our 
space test program and while we certainly value these 
experiments, it’s clear that they aren’t in the same class as 
some of our satellites such as take the Space-Based Infrared 
Satellite.  To be sure, we still demand a high level of mission 
assurance for these experimental launches, but they may present 
an opportunity for certification launches of a new entrant due 
to our willingness to take a little bit more risk.  

 
The bottom line is this.  It’s our strategic intent to 

facilitate opportunities for domestic launch providers, multiple 
domestic launch providers as soon as feasible, but to do that, 
we need to carefully and judiciously certify that we’re able to 
deliver the same reliability that we have in the EELV program. 

 
Hopefully I’ve spurred some thought on this and we can 

certainly discuss this in the Q&A session that will follow.  But 
let me switch gears a little bit here and turn to a more general 
discussion on the overall theme of saving money. 

 
I’d like to put some ideas on the table for reducing costs 

through cost-effective resilient architectures and through 
requirements relief.  Neither of these ideas is new.  We’ve been 
talking about these things for years, but I’d like to share some 
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of the ways that we as a command are thinking about these 
things. 

 
Architectures, at least in the way I’ll be addressing them 

this afternoon, describe a family of systems to address mission 
requirements derived from validated warfighter needs.  A well-
crafted mission area architecture helps us define efficient 
approaches and can pay enormous dividends in both procurement 
and operational successes.  In fact I would say it’s the 
foundation of effectiveness and efficiency and is the antithesis 
of ad hoc. 

 
A general mission area architecture takes as inputs public 

law; national policy, strategy and vision; combatant commander 
defined priorities and capability gaps; joint doctrine; and 
operational concepts.   

 
Space mission architecture development then leverages the 

domain expertise, commander’s intent, ops expertise, and 
acquisition experience from across Air Force Space command.  And 
I would be remiss if I didn’t mention the huge contribution of 
the industry to our efforts to define these architectures. 

 
From these inputs we create mission area architectures that 

are the common authoritative reference for identifying the 
innovative, resilient and affordable family of systems needed in 
each mission area.  The families of systems plans and programs 
that fulfill the requirements.  This integrated approach 
explicitly links warfighter demand to operational architectures.  
As we look to develop alternative architectures for meeting 
warfighter needs, we need to especially factor in the attributes 
of affordability and resiliency.  Affordability, because budgets 
are increasingly tight as you well know; and resiliency because 
we must be able to deliver space effects despite increasing 
threats in the domain of space. 

 
These resilient systems must be built to provide the needed 

service even when some individual nodes in the architecture are 
unavailable, for whatever reason.  Addressing these often 
competing attributes of affordability and resiliency requires 
that they be authoritatively defined at the architectural level.  
This step must come well before we start defining individual 
systems or nodes within a given family of systems.  The major 
challenge is to find the most cost-effective means to achieve 
resilience based on an assessment of the overall architecture’s 
vulnerability to the likely threats. 
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Cost effectiveness then, especially in today’s environment 

means we have to find that knee in the curve where we get the 
most resiliency at the best price, and to be really creative we 
need to also consider cross-mission and cross-domain 
alternatives to achieving the desired effects. 

 
A cross-mission example might consider whether a dedicated 

mission sensor, say for terrestrial weather, could be augmented 
by a comparable sensor supporting a totally different mission by 
applying different ground processing techniques. 

 
Seeking cross-domain alternatives from air and cyberspace 

capabilities must also be in the trade space.  In a MILSATCOM 
example, a more resilient future architecture might be built 
around larger numbers of smaller, less expensive satellites, 
perhaps augmented by even smaller, even less expensive but very 
responsive platforms and hosted payloads.   

 
Our Advanced EHF satellites were originally designed to 

carry nuclear survivable communications but we then decided to 
leverage this particular satellite to provide tactical protected 
communications as well.  Arguably, this might be more cost-
efficient but it doesn’t enhance resiliency for protected com 
and it also resulted in a much more complex satellite. 

 
So the end result is we now have more missions on one big 

satellite, which oh by the way, decreases an adversary’s 
targeting problem. 

 
The upshot of this is that we’re empowering the 

requirements and acquisition communities within Air Force Space 
Command to begin these sorts of cost-effectiveness and 
resiliency trades early in the acquisition cycle and at the 
mission area architectural level, not merely in individual 
systems of programs of record.   

 
We are aggressively moving forward with the mission area 

architecture concept defining analytically based alternative 
families of systems in each mission area.  We’re actively 
seeking innovative ideas from all comers for facilitating 
solutions to the cost effectiveness and resiliency challenges we 
all face. 

 
The help we need from industry is to help you consider 

alongside of us alternative architectures that produce greater 
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resiliency in a very cost-effective manner.  I believe it’s 
imperative that industry come alongside us in this cultural 
shift because the threats in the space domain coupled with the 
budget reductions demand a different approach.  I said it in 
April at the Space Symposium and I say it again today, I’d love 
to hear your recommendations. 

 
As we started this part of my talk I said the driver for 

these missionary architectures is warfighter requirements.  
Another somewhat related way to find significant savings is in 
the area of requirements reductions.  By that I mean asking the 
hard question of how good is good enough?  When is exquisite 
capability overkill and what are the second and third-order 
effects of dropping from exquisite to just right.   

 
Right now I have my requirements directorate looking at all 

of our programs within all the mission areas to define minimum 
capabilities each system must provide based on the requirements 
we have on the books today.  I’ve asked them to define the point 
at which cuts in capability would render a system incapable of 
performing the required functions of that particular system or 
family of systems.  Defining that point, frankly, is more art 
than science, and it’s doubly tough for people who we’ve charged 
with defending requirements to the death.  But these yardsticks, 
as we call them, provide a sliding scale within which we can 
begin to define where we might be able to accept reduced 
capability and thereby lower cost.  We are questioning 
everything.  And while these are not questions I really want to 
have to ask, I am keenly aware of just how dire our budget 
situation could become under some of the possible scenarios on 
the table today. 

 
So how serious am I about this issue?  Let me give you 

another example that will lead into my next topic which is how 
we can do better as a government/contractor team to find cost 
savings together.  Every time the government lets a contract we 
run an acquisition strategy panel to make sure we’re doing 
things as wisely as possible.  I’ve chosen to chair of all these 
panels for Air Force Space Command services contracts down to 
the $10 million level, a chairmanship that in the past was quite 
regularly delegated down to the colonel level.  In fact just a 
few weeks ago I personally reviewed a $30 million contract that 
in part includes mowing the grass at one of our bases.  I think 
I surprised the contracting officers by asking some pretty hard 
questions about that contract such as why are we going cost-plus 
instead of fixed price incentive fee.   
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I’ve got 14 more similar contracts just like that coming at 

me in the next year, but I’m that serious about stretching every 
dollar within Air Force Space Command and I’m just as serious 
about letting every member of the command and every contractor 
supporting us know that they should be equally cost conscious.  
We’re doing everything we can internally to reduce costs, but 
I’d like to ask for help from our contractor partners as well as 
we go even further.   

 
We have to get away, we have to get away from what some 

perceive as an adversarial role between our contracting folks 
and the contracting force if we hope to maximize the distance 
our appropriated funds will take us. 

 
To make this happen will require unprecedented levels of 

business savvy and teaming.  The government needs to 
collectively look at building smart contracts, ensuring we’re 
always looking for best value in our contracted efforts.  At the 
same time we need to make sure we’re not throwing up additional 
roadblocks that make doing business with us even more difficult 
than it has to be. 

 
On the other hand, our contractor teams need to be fair, 

open and honest in their dealing with us.  Call me Pollyanna, 
but I believe this is achievable with effort on both sides. 

 
As I look ahead I would predict there will be opportunities 

for our contractors, but certainly not as plentiful as they have 
been in the past.  Past performance and cost growth over the 
life of our contracts will be key factors in source selections 
and we’re looking to incentivize efficiencies in all our 
contracted efforts. 

 
When I chair these acquisition strategy panels the one 

question I always ask deals exactly with this issue, and the 
question is how are we structuring this contract so we’re 
incentivizing reduced cost throughout the life of the contract? 

 
I know there are many innovative ways out there to save 

money that we’ve not even thought about yet. There won’t be 
additional money.  Let me say that again.  There won’t be 
additional money.  That’s just the cold, hard reality of today.  
So it will be these innovative approaches that will help us make 
our own money internally, freeing up resources to do things that 
we know we need to do. 
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As I said earlier, in my mind we’re in this together.  

We’re teammates, and it’s high time we acted as such. 
 
Let me turn now directly to what I consider to be the most 

pressing and perhaps the most vexing challenge our military is 
facing.  The Department of Defense is facing hundreds of 
billions of dollars in cuts in the next decade, perhaps as much 
as a trillion dollars if the Super Committee is not successful 
by next Wednesday.  If it’s only $500 billion that will cause a 
significant strategic shift in how we go about our business in 
the DoD.  It will require some force structure adjustment for 
sure, but we have a pretty good handle on how to go about that.  
If it goes to $800 billion or a trillion, I believe we’re 
talking about an entirely new national security strategy just 
like every command in the Air Force, like every organization in 
DoD, Air Force Space Command is turning over every rock looking 
for places to save money. 

 
We’re looking at quality of life cuts.  That’s something 

I’m not happy about at all, but something we’ll be forced to 
consider rather than sacrificing warfighting capability. 

 
The mission of Air Force Space Command is too important to 

the American people and to the American way of war and to our 
nation as a whole to cut too much from it. 

 
You remember those old BASF commercials?  The ones that 

said we don’t make many of the products you use, we make them 
better.  I’ve said that many times about Air Force Space 
Command. While space doesn’t directly produce the combat effects 
the joint warfighter employs, it makes them more effective.  But 
I’ve thought about that analogy a lot lately, and I’ve thought 
maybe I don’t have it quite right.  As I’ve stated it, I don’t 
think the analogy is strong enough.  Quite frankly, a better 
characterization might be space doesn’t directly deliver those 
combat effects, but in many cases without those effects, without 
space rather, those effects would not be possible at all.  
That’s no brag, that’s just the fact. 

 
There’s a foundational level of space capability that we 

must retain in order to remain a global power, and to avoid a 
reversion to fighting the way we did in Vietnam, Korea, World 
War II.   

 
Let’s think about some of the things that space provides to 
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the joint fight and examine what we’d lose were they not there.  
We no longer have to give away our intentions by massing in 
large, easy to spot and easy to destroy formations for long 
periods before an attack.  This very effective tactical change 
is completely enabled by space.  The beyond line of sight 
communications come from space.  The ability to navigate very 
precisely comes from space.  Knowledge of where the friendly 
forces are and where the enemy is located comes from space.  GPS 
and MILSATCOM are the enablers. 

 
During our long wars in Iraq and Afghanistan we’ve been 

able to keep thousands of support people in the rear because of 
the reachback afforded by high bandwidth satellite 
communications.  This represents huge savings in personnel and 
material costs, plus it keeps all those people out of harm’s 
way. 

 
A huge part of deterring missile attacks, both nuclear and 

tactical on our deployed force and on the homeland is the fact 
that we can attribute, very accurately attribute where those 
attacks came from.  That attribution comes from space-based 
assets. 

 
The absolutely vital protected communications that enabled 

national and nuclear command and control are also space-based. 
In fact our society has become so dependent on many of the space 
effects that we deliver that losing them would be devastating 
not only to our military but also to our economy at large.  In 
an audience such as this there’s a high awareness that GPS does 
more than just give us precise positioning.  It’s the enabler 
for critical infrastructure like the banking system and 
emergency response system, just to name a few.  However, the 
general public is much less aware of how many things they take 
for granted in their daily lives that depend on space-based 
capabilities.   

 
I’ve looked across the command and other than reducing the 

available satellite communications bandwidth I can’t find many 
missions that we’re doing that aren’t absolutely vital and 
aren’t currently minimally provisioned.  We’re just now looking 
through the adjustments required to fit into the new budgetary 
reality and determining the national security policies and 
priorities, and frankly, it is very tough business.  Every 
organization, or course, thinks what they do is absolutely 
vital, and frankly, we want them all to think that way.  But 
figuring out which ones should have priority in this deficit 
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reduction climate just isn’t easy.   
 
With that as setup, let me give you my admittedly parochial 

pitch.  I happen to completely believe this, by the way.  
Wholesale cuts in space programs would likely have cascading 
effects across the entire Department of Defense.  Recall the 
things I’ve just talked about that we’d lose if we stopped doing 
some of these space missions.  I firmly believe there is a 
foundational level of space capability we have to maintain if 
we’re going to continue to fight the way we do in the joint 
fight today and if we’re going to be able to support our 
national critical infrastructure and if we’re going to remain a 
global power. 

 
If you think about it, cutting critical space capabilities 

only increases the cost to other programs that depend on space, 
a result that’s completely counter-productive when you’re trying 
to save money.  And while I focus this talk on space, this very 
same argument applies to cyber capabilities as well.  In fact we 
are arguably more dependent on cyber capabilities than we are on 
space. 

 
As we debate the future in this brave new world my stake in 

the ground, and for what it’s worth, is that space and cyber 
capabilities provide the enabling foundation for our national 
security.  We will need to be very cautious as we work our way 
through reductions in these areas.  

 
I realize this speech hasn’t been very uplifting.  In fact 

maybe the opposite of uplifting, whatever word you want to 
choose.  But talking about budgets and potentially reduced 
missions in this time of uncertainty just isn’t an upbeat topic.  
It is a topic, though, that I believe this audience with your 
deep longstanding connections to Air Force Space Command, to the 
Space and Missile System Center, and to our nation’s defense 
needed to hear. 

 
With all the work we’re doing both within Air Force Space 

Command and hopefully with how we’re working with our contractor 
force, we’ll be able to weather this storm and continue to 
provide that absolutely necessary foundational level of space 
and cyber capability to the joint warfighter and to our great 
nation. 

 
If you remember nothing else from this talk, I’d like for 

you to focus on this.  An approximately $100 billion annual Air 
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Force is going to be very capable, very lethal, now and into the 
future.  Our nation expects that.  And trust me when I say we 
will deliver that for the American people. 

 
So on behalf of the more than 46,000 Airmen in Air Force 

Space Command, I thank you for your support of our great Air 
Force, I appreciate your attention this afternoon, and I look 
forward to your questions. 

 
Thank you. 
 
[Applause]. 
 
Moderator:  General Shelton, I’ve got two or three of the 

same question, but I think you answered it and it goes something 
like this.  Will there be more money?  [Laughter]. 

 
General Shelton:  I thought I said no. 
 
Moderator:  So let’s move on to this one.  The block buys 

in particular suggests that, well, let me do it another way.  
What would be your definition, sir, of a block buy?  How do you 
look at a block buy? 

 
General Shelton:  If you think about this in terms of a 

matrix, on one side of the matrix you put the number of launch 
vehicles you’re going to buy in a given year and then across the 
bottom you put the length of the contract, we have asked for 
pricing for all of those.  So whether it be eight core boosters 
per year; ten core boosters per year; five core boosters per 
year; and then lengths of the contract -- three, four, five 
years, whatever; that’s what we’re talking about in terms of 
block buy. 

 
So it allows ULA to have certainty in what we’re going to 

acquire, rather than buying them one at a time. 
 
Moderator:  How will that assist in maintaining an 

industrial base? 
 
General Shelton:  It gives predictability.  It gives longer 

term planning horizons to ULA so they can go out and order piece 
parts from their supply base, and certainly that is exactly what 
the industrial base looks like. 

 
Moderator:  If there were to be new and potentially even 
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more reliable, more capable suppliers that come on-line, do they 
not have the opportunity once you commit to a bulk buy to show 
what they can do? 

 
General Shelton:  We believe we’ve got more launch business 

than we are going to put on this block buy contract.  We believe 
we will have to order over and above what we’re going to put on 
this initial contract.  That will create opportunities for 
others to come in and bid on those contracts. 

 
Moderator:  So to summarize, you don’t think the block buy 

is a limiting factor in the competitive area or in the potential 
for new contractors? 

 
General Shelton:  No.  As a matter of fact we believe our 

strategy is just perfect for introducing those new entrants into 
the business. 

 
Moderator:  There have been a number of questions that 

relate to the ability, the mechanism to bring forward the 
innovative solutions that you discussed.  You’ve asked, sir, 
that industry in particular come forward and present any ideas 
they can to save money, to be able to increase our ability at 
the same time.  And there’s some concern at least from some of 
these questions that perhaps some of these ideas may get stopped 
at a level that might not reach to you.  What is the procedures 
that you see industry can use in order to present those ideas? 

 
General Shelton:  Marty Whelan’s out here somewhere.  Stand 

up, Marty.  This is our requirements guy right here, Marty 
Whelan.  If you can’t get past Mary my email address is very 
easy and you can come directly to me, but he’s the guy that 
ultimately has to put all this together. 

 
Moderator:  So VFR direct to Marty. 
 
General Shelton:  That’s where we want it. 
 
Moderator:  Even though that’s not a space term.  

[Laughter]. 
 
There’s another question here, sir, on in-sourcing.  If you 

can share with us what’s going on today with in-sourcing and if 
you see that continuing. 

 
General Shelton:  Very interesting.  This is kind of, I’ll 
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be very frank with you, this is kind of the perfect storm.  We 
had, certainly the Secretary of Defense believed that we had far 
too much on contract, that there were a lot of things that were 
inherently governmental that we had contracted out and he wanted 
us to bring those back in-house, in an in-sourcing effort.  So 
contract dollars get reduced, targets for in-sourcing are 
introduced, but then right on top of that came some very 
substantial reductions in our civilian workforce.  We are just 
now sorting through all those reductions in the civilian 
workforce.  So not only did the contracted capabilities come 
down into in-sourcing, but then we reduced further from the in-
sourcing targets.  So we are in the middle of, you talk about 
trying to produce some innovative ways of doing business and not 
letting any oranges splat, that’s exactly what we’re about 
today. 

 
Moderator:  It’s been said that the average age of each 

satellite in the GPs constellation is past its design life.  If 
that’s true, and that many of the birds are within one component 
or so of failure, is the GPS constellation still healthy? 

 
General Shelton:  We have some satellites that are old 

enough to vote.  [Laughter].  Frankly, we’ve been very fortunate 
that those satellites have lived long enough. 

 
In all of our what we call gap runs, basically predictions 

on the satellites, the constellation’s health, we are going to 
make it but just barely make it as we get the 2Fs and the GPS-3s 
on orbit.  If we have some surprises along the way we aren’t 
going to be in very good shape. 

 
As I talked about in my formal remarks, we are just 

minimally provisioned.  Because this business is so expensive, 
nobody lets you have extra quantities on orbit just in case.  
Strategic reserve, whatever you want to call it.  The same thing 
with GPS.  We are just very minimally provisioned.  We believe 
we’re going to get to GPS-3 without a big hiccup, but we’re 
concerned. 

 
Moderator:  Is there one mission area in particular about 

which you are most concerned?  Considering sequestration. 
 
General Shelton:  Nobody knows what that might portend.  

Nobody knows how those cuts would be laid in if there were $500 
billion, $450, $500 billion additional coming to the department.  
So I think I’m concerned about all of it. 
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Moderator:  Given your focus on cutting the grass as a new 

contracting officer, and away from cost plus to fixed fee, what 
would you consider, how do you look at a fair incentive fee? 

 
General Shelton:  I’m looking for the sweet spot here where 

certainly we allow the contractor force to make money.  That’s 
capitalism.  They have to stay in business as well.  But the 
profits ought not be outrageous and we ought to incentivize 
their behavior to look for cost reductions as we go throughout 
the life of the contract. 

 
So the incentive fee structure would be about sharing in 

the savings of those reductions and it ought to be year after 
year after year.  I think in industry contracts, regular 
commercial business, typically you’ll see the cost going down 
over the length of the contract.  In our business, 
unfortunately, typically the costs continue to go up year after 
year.  And we just accept those increases year after year.  We 
don’t have the money to do that anymore.  So I think it’s 
important that we incentivize that downward trend in contracts 
year after year. 

 
Moderator:  A comment here.  It’s been suggested that 

General Hap Arnold referred to development planning as seed 
corn.  So with these constrained times, do you agree with that 
comment?  And is there a way to protect that?  Development 
planning. 

 
General Shelton:  Absolutely.  We have to continue 

developmental planning and certainly at General Pawlikowski’s 
place we count very heavily on their ability to bring things 
together and to look at the future and look at alternative 
architectures and those sorts of things.  So there is no way we 
can get away from developmental planning.  It would be cutting 
off your nose to spite your face, I think, to take the 
reductions in that area. 

 
Moderator:  Sir, there’s been discussion over time about 

using platforms.  Commercial satellites is a potential for 
putting our platforms on, or the ability to expand our reach 
with that.  Do you see more of that? 

 
General Shelton:  Absolutely.  In fact we just had a 

commander’s conference over the last couple of days and one of 
the briefings we got was how to better employ commercial space.  
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So from hosted payloads to perhaps procuring directly as a 
commercial commodity as opposed to unique military requirements 
I think is something we’ll continue to investigate. 

 
Moderator:  In relation to commercial satellites, putting a 

platform on such, understanding the environment that there are 
more potential adversaries getting to the space business, and 
some in a very big way, does commercial space then present more 
of a risk for us? 

 
General Shelton:  Actually if you think about it in a 

deterrent sense, many of these commercial satellites are owned 
by consortia, and the more people you have in that kind of 
sweaty pile, the less that some adversary might want to take on 
that particular satellite.  Because there are nations they might 
be friendly with.  So it may even create more deterrent value, 
not less. 

 
Moderator:  Of course there’s been lots of discussion 

recently about a cyber Pearl Harbor.  We haven’t talked about a 
space Pearl Harbor.  I know that’s a concern, but something that 
we don’t hear a lot about in the press.  Have you been asked 
about that recently?  Would you like to comment on that? 

 
General Shelton:  That was one of the things in the 

Rumsfeld Commission from 2001.  That was one of their key 
findings, that we were susceptible -- were and are susceptible 
to a space Pearl Harbor and in fact they were bold enough to say 
that it’s not if but when.  There are certainly signs on the 
horizon that certain nations will continue to develop offensive 
capabilities in space.  That is why I think it is so important 
that we consider resiliency in everything we do. 

 
It is nigh on impossible from a physics point of view to 

effectively defend in space.  Unless you’re going escort 
satellite for every potential high value target, which is 
unaffordable.  The distances involved, the delta V required to 
be there in a timely way, the intel that would be required to 
respond in a timely way.  It just doesn’t close.  Technically it 
doesn’t close. 

 
We’re going to have to find ways to be more resilient, I 

think, probably in a passive way and then active defense.  But 
we are certainly susceptible to attacks in space, no doubt about 
it. 
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Moderator:  Sir, thank you very much.  Ti’s been a very 
interesting and clearly educational opportunity and much 
appreciated.  Thanks very much, General Shelton. 

 
General Shelton:  My pleasure.  Thank you. 
 

# # # # 
 
 

 
 


